
Illex Dera Ball Swimbait 8,2cm 26g

Illex

Product number: IL-DEBA82

Hybride between crank and shad.

from 16,19 € * 16,19 €

Discover the ultimate Illex Dera Ball Swimbait: The insider tip for 
pike, zander and asp

Unique hybrid design for maximum attraction

The Illex Dera Ball Swimbait combines the best of two worlds - it is a hybrid between a crankbait and a 
shad and therefore offers an exceptional fishing experience. With a length of 8.2 cm and a weight of 26 g, 
this swimbait is ideal for imitating a variety of prey, making it the perfect baitfish for predator fishing. Its 
round and compact shape allows you to cast and skip the bait far and accurately, ideal for fishing in areas 
with dense vegetation such as weed, water lilies or submerged trees.

Length & weight: At 8.2 cm long and 26 g in weight, ideal for precise casting and effective lure 
presentation.
Design: Round and compact shape that imitates a wide range of prey for maximum attraction.
Range of application: Perfect for fishing close to the surface; can also be used in deeper waters 
thanks to the additional weight.
Mounting system: Unique system with quality treble hook and metal spears that allows the bait to 
glide freely on the line after the bite.
360 degree swivelling mounting: Reduces the risk of drop-outs and increases the chances of catching.
Target fish: Ideal for fishing for zander, pike and asp.
Swimming behaviour: Sinking, allows you to reach different depths.
Swimming depth: Effective at a depth of 0.1 to 0.3 metres.



Revolutionary technology for efficient fishing

What sets the Illex Swimbait apart from other lures is its revolutionary attachment system. The Illex Dera 
Ball is equipped with a quality treble hook attached to two metal spears, which allows the lure to glide freely 
on the line after a bite. This system, combined with the 360 degree rotatable mounting of the treble, 
effectively prevents target fish such as pike and zander from escaping and thus increases your chances of 
catching them.

Versatility that makes the difference

The Illex Dera Ball Swimbait is not only designed for fishing on the surface. By adding a tungsten weight, 
you can also fish deeper layers of water effectively. Its versatility makes it an indispensable soft bait in the 
fishing equipment of every ambitious angler. Whether you are fishing from the bank or from a boat, this lure 
will significantly increase your success rate when catching predatory fish such as pike.

Targeted for success

With the Illex Deraball Swimbait, you can target your fishing strategy at your favourite predators. The 
sophisticated design of the bait and its irresistible run lure zander, pike and asp out of their hiding places and 
bring them straight to your hook. Thanks to its sinking swimming behaviour and the ability to reach different 
depths, the Illex Dera Ball is your partner for every fishing challenge.

See for yourself how the Illex Dera Ball Swimbait will change your fishing experience. Its unique 
combination of design, functionality and versatility makes it a must-have for every passionate angler.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

